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	Title: Can You Hear It 
	School: Wiggins Middle School, Wiggins, Colorado
	Sponsor: Peggie Neal
	Abstract: The purpose of “Can You Hear It?” was to discover which radio, out of a crystal radio, and a three-penny radio, was the loudest and had the greatest connection. I hypothesized that if I made both radios correctly, and tested them both using sound waves, then I believed three-penny radio would work the best. This is because it has a battery which, in theory, would mean that the radio will be more powerful. 

This project involved building both radios homemade. I first made the crystal radio then the three-penny radio. I tested them by using a sound wave detector on my cell phone. I took the crystal radio and turned the tuning dial until I got the frequency with the greatest connection. I did the same for the three-penny radio. Then, I used the app, and tested to see which of the two frequencies from both radios that were the loudest. 

The data collected supported my hypothesis. I hypothesized that the three-penny radio would be the loudest and have the greatest frequency connection, which my findings proved to be correct. This also helped me learn that the pennies in the three-penny radio were not the heart, they were the part of the radio that allowed energy to flow through. The heart was the battery.

These findings lead me to believe that the three-penny radio was the loudest and had the greatest connection not only because it had a battery, but also because it had a more advanced wiring system.
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